Providing Choice for the Modern Learner
Meet student needs through a combination of online, hybrid or face-to-face courses

The power of student choice is emerging as we overcome the latest pandemic. **The new normal of education is offering students the ability to engage in courses through a modality that meets their needs.** Whether that’s in a face-to-face classroom, a pre-recorded lecture or a hybrid combination, students have an equal opportunity to succeed with Retrieve’s modern learning solution.
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**Bring the social cognitive space into your online courses**

- Use asynchronous and synchronous video lectures to make content and assessments more interactive and engaging
- Use chat feeds with multiple modalities and video discussion boards to facilitate collaboration among learners and instructors
- Provide virtual office hours and academic advising to guide students towards goal attainment

**Mirror the in-person experience with an engaging online experience for hybrid courses**

- Use synchronous video to recreate in-person lectures to maintain a dynamic presence
- Supplement in-class conversations through online chat feeds and video discussion boards that keep interactions alive and relevant
- Use video assessments to measure competency and preserve classroom time for collaboration and reflection

**Leverage technology to create opportunity for students to choose where and how they learn**

- Use synchronous video to maintain consistency for students who are in-person and those who are participating online
- Use multiple modality features within the system to create a full engagement learning environment, regardless of where you are
- Utilize the technology to record every session to help students retain the knowledge you are teaching
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